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Abstract 

When a mixture of gas and vapour is expanded isentropically the vapour will become su
persaturated. Then homogeneaus condensation will occur. During a continuous expansion 
the formation of droplets, nucleation, and the growth of already formed dropiets will occur 
simultaneously. Eventually these processes will restare thermadynamie equilibrium. 

An analytica! model, based on asymptotic methods, descrihing the homogeneaus con
densation process in subcritical nozzle flows, was modified to describe the condensation 
process in a continuous expansion in an expansion chamber. An extension was made by 
using a more general form for the droplet growth law, such that the theory is applicable 
not only for low tot al pressures ( free molecular regime), but also for high tot al pressures 
( continuurn regime). 

In general the homogeneaus condensation process duringa continuous expansion can be 
separated in three different zones: a nearly frozen zone, in which negligible condensation 
occurs and the gas-vapour mixture expands isentropically. A nucleation zone, in which 
nucleation is predominant. The dropiets are still very small. A droplet growth zone, in 
which no new dropiets are formed, and droplet growth restores thermadynamie equilibrium. 

The results of this asymptotic theory were compared to a full numerical simulation 
of the condensation process in a continuous expansion for low and high total pressures. 
As expected the asymptotic results are in very good agreement with the results of the full 
numerical simulation for the nearly frozen zone. In the high pressure limit the beginning of 
the nucleation zone is also described very well. The maximum value of the nucleation pulse, 
however, is overestimated by a factor 1.5. For the low pressure regime the differences are 
larger. The growth rate is overestimated, yielding a condensation process, which is more 
limited in time than for the full numerical simulation. 

As a second part of this thesis the experimental initialisation of a gas-vapour mixture 
was considered. An experimental method, based on selective adsorption and gas chro
matography, todetermine the initial molar vapour fraction of heavy alkanes (e.g. nonane), 
was tested and implemented. As a first test the effect of the total pressure on the molar 
vapour fraction of n-nonane in helium and argon mixtures was investigated. At pressures 
above 5 bar the n-nonane/argon mixture shows real gas behaviour, while helium still acts 
as an inert perfect carrier gas. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

An expansion set-up, in its most elementary form, consists of three parts: a high pressure 
section and a low pressure section seperated by a valve. The gas in the high pressure section 
will experience a continuous isentropic expansion when the valve is opened, so pressure and 
temperature drop. If the high pressure section contains a mixture of gas and vapour the 
isentropic expansion will cause condensation of the vapour component. In the absence of 
foreign particles the vapour will reach a supersaturated state before drop-wise condensation 
starts, we call this homogeneaus condensation. Condensation in the preserree of foreign 
particles, which serve as condensation nuclei, is called heterogeneaus condensation. 

A very important quantity in the condensation process is the supersaturation ratio, 
defined by 

S = nv(T) 
nv,eq(T) 

(1.1) 

where T is the temperature of the mixture, nv is the partial molar vapour density at 
temperature Tand nv,eq is the partial molar vapour density in thermadynamie equilibrium 
at the same temperature T. 

The delay in the condensation process in case of homogeneaus condensation can be ex
plained by the fact that the droplet surface has to be formed. The formation of bulk liquid 
in a supersaturated state is energetically favourable, but the formation of the droplet sur
face needs energy. So the energy for formation of dropiets contains two terms: a negative 
bulk term, proportional to the volume of the droplet and a positive surface term propor
ti.onal to the surface area of the droplet. As aresult of these two terms the total energy for 
the formation of a spherical droplet has got a maximum value at r = r*, where r* is called 
the critical radius. Clusters with radii larger than r* tend to grow to macroscopie dropiets 
and clusters with radii smaller than r* tend to evaporate. A cluster can reach the critical 
size by thermal density fiuctuations in the vapour, this process is called nucleation. 

The number of clusters exceeding the critical size per unit volume per unit time is 
called the nucleation rate J and it is proportional to exp(~G /kET), where ~G is the 
Gibbs free energy of formation of a critical cluster, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is 
the temperature. The nucleation rate is extremely dependent on the temperature T and 
the supersaturation ratio S defined in equation (1.1). The classica! one-component theorie 
prediets that the nucleation ra te is proportional to exp( 17

3 /T3 ln2 S) where 17 is the surface 
tension, which is a function of the temperature T. 
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Figure 1.1: Simulation of an isentropic expansion of a water-argon mixture with initia[ 
conditions: Po = 50 bar, T0 = 295 K and 50 = 1. The pressure p, the temperature T, the 
supersaturation ratio S, the nucleation rate J and the molar liquid fraction y1 are shown 
relatively to their maximum values. 

In figure 1.1 an example is shown of a simulation of the condensation of water vapour 
in an isentropic expansion of a mixture of water and argon. The pressure is assumed to be 
known a priori throughout the entire expansion. 

The supersaturation ratio S, which is initially unity, will increase, because the decrease 
in nv,eq is larger than the decrease of nv when the expansion proceeds. When the super
saturation exceeds unity the vapour is supersaturated and drop-wise condensation occurs. 
The formation of dropiets will only take place noticably if the vapour is sufficiently super
saturated. Once the nucleation process has started its rate increases very fast, until the 
vapour starts to deplete due to droplet growth. As a result of this vapour depletion the 
increase in the supersaturation will decrease. This causes the nucleation rate reaches to 
reach its maximum, because now the effect of the temperature decrease on the nucleation 
rate is larger than the effect of the increasing supersaturation. Due to further vapour de
pletion, the maximum of the nucleation rate is almost directly foliowed by a maximum of 
the supersaturation ratio. Further depletion will cause a decrease in the supersaturation 
ratio and consequently in the nucleation rate. Finally figure 1.1 shows that the liquid 
fraction reaches its maximum value determined by the initial molar vapour fraction Yvo, 
this means total vapour depletion. 

Asymptotic analysis. 

Blythe and Shih [1] were the first to perform an analytica! study of this condensation 
process in subcritical and supercritical nozzlefiows, using asymptotics. Their work was 
later modified and improved by Clarke and Delale [2] and by Delale et al. [3], [4]. In 
a more recent paper shock tube fiows were described by Delale et al. [5], again using 
asymptotics. 
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The asymptotic technique provides us with an analytica! structure of the condensation 
processin asymptotically distinct intervals, which of course has great numerical advantages. 
Another very important advantage of this technique is that the rate laws of droplet growth 
and nucleation can be left arbitrary until the end. Consiclering the uncertanties in these 
rate laws, it is easy to see the importance of this fact. Finally we can also leave the 
components of the mixture unspecified, so the theory is quite generaL 

In chapter 2 the one dimensional asymptotic salution of homogeneaus nonequilibrium 
condensation in continuous expansions is outlined. The asymptotic theory presented hereis 
basedon the same principles as the asymptotic theory for subcritical nozzle fiows described 
in Delale et al. [3]. An extension of the theory is made by using a more general form for 
the droplet growth law than in the articles mentioned above. Yielding a theory, which is 
also applicable in the high pressure limit. 

Multiplication of the nucleation rate J with the volume of the dropiets and the molar 
liquid density represents the molar amount of liquid produced per unit time and volume. 
Dividing this by the molar density of the mixture, which is a correction for the expansion, 
followed by an integration from the saturation time to a certain time t gives us the molar 
liquid fraction y1 as a function of time. The droplet radius, and consequently the droplet 
volume, is determined by integration of a droplet growth law over the period from birth to 
time t. The integral expression for the molar liquid fraction can be written as 

(1.2) 

where J( T)dT represents the number of dropiets formed per unit volume betweenTand 
T + dT, r is the droplet radius of a droplet formed at time T, N1 is the intrinsic molar 
density of the liquid (i.e. the molar density of the liquid with respect to its own volume) 
and n is the molar density of the mixture. 

The evaluation of equation (1.2) can be simplified by applying asymptotic techniques. 
Only the essence of this method will be outlined here, further explanation follows in the 
next chapter. To be able to use asymptotic methods we will first have to normalise all 
variables such that they are of order unity throughout the entire expansion. As we saw 
above the nucleation ra te J is proportional to the term exp( !:1G I kET). In normalised form 
we will write this as exp(BIK), where B represents the normalised value of !:1GikET and 
is called the normalised activation function and the constant K consequently is a measure 
for reciprocal value of !:1G I kET throughout the expansion. The constant K is called the 
nucleation parameter. The other terms in equation 1.2, including time, can be treated in 
a similar way, i.e. they are written as a product of a normalised, time dependent function 
h(t, T) and a prefactor, being a measure for its size. The prefactor, which we will call À, 

will be specified in the sequel. The normalised integral expression for the molar liquid 
fraction can be written as. 

t 

Yl(t) = À
3 J h(t,T)exp [-K-1B(T)] dT (1.3) 

t. 
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where h is a 'smooth' function of t and T (note that also time is normalised here). 
When the nucleation parameter K--+ 0, the main contribution to the integral arises from 
the immediate vicinity of the point where B attains its smallest value in the integration 
interval. The asymptotic method that uses this fact is called the Laplace method [6] (see 
also appendix A). The normalised activation function B is an important parameter. In 
figure 1.2 a typical form of the normalised activation function B as function of t is shown. 
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Figure 1.2: The normalised activation function B as function of normalised time. Also 
shown are the asymptotically distinct zones and the tangent at a certain time t in the 
initia[ growth zone. 

This form of B can be explained consiclering the time dependenee of the nucleation 
rate J, shown in figure 1.1. At the saturation point t = ts, B is infinitely large, which 
can be explained using the classic al nucleation theory, where B is proportional to ln - 2 S. 
After t = ts, B will decrease, which means an increase of J (this is a small effect on J and 
can notbeseen in figure 1.1). Figure 1.2 shows that B has a turning point, i.e. the point 
where dB/ dt = 0. It is also the point where the nucleation ra te J reaches its maximum. 
We will define the moment of the turning point as t = te. The turning point in B leads to 
an asymptotically different situation for t < te and t > te. If t < te the main contribution 
to the integral arises from the time interval just preceeding t, because that is where the 
activation function B attains its smallest value in the interval ts ~ T ~ t. On the other 
hand if t > te then the main contribution arises from the immediate vicinity of te, the 
global minimum of B. 

To be able to evaluate equation (1.3) we expand B in a Taylor series up to the second 
order derivate around T = t. This leads to a second asymptotic distinction. Right after 
the saturation point ts, the second order derivative of B can be neglected. This can be 
explained by camparing the activation function B at a certain point to its tangent. In 
the period ~t preceding t, as shown in figure 1.2, the activation function B is in good 
approximation equal to its tangent. If the variation ~B over this interval is much larger 
than the nucleation parameter, contributions to the integral from the interval preceding 
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t - ~t eau be neglected. This allows us to replace B ( T) in equation ( 1.3) by its first order 
Taylor expansion without influencing the result of the integral. The period for which this 
procedure works is called the initial growth zone, IGZ (see also figure 1.2). For a certain 
t approaching te the first order Taylor approximation for B will fail, because the variation 
in the activation function ~B is too small. This means that inclusion of the secoud order 
derivative in the expansion is needed. We are then by definition in the rapid growth zone 
(RGZ). The rapid growth zone is valid up to te, where the first order derivative of B 
varrishes and B is approximated by a parabola. Although the activation function for t > te 
is always approximated by this parabola at t = te we obtain two asymptotically distinct 
zones: the nucleation zone (NZ) and the droplet growth zone (DGZ). The difference lies 
in the assumptions made about the droplet growth rate. In the nucleation zone, which is 
situated right after te, we assume the droplet growth rate to be constant (evaluated at te)· 
This assumption is only valid for a small period after te, sirree the liquid fraction keeps on 
growing. In the droplet growth zone a return to thermadynamie equilibrium is established 
by including the the collapse of the supersatured state in the droplet growth rate. 

In chapter 2 equation (1.3) will be specified for the asymptotically distinct zones men
tioned above. For the simulation of the asymptotically evaluated condensation process a 
numerical program was written, which is also specified in chapter 2. Finally we give the re
sults of this program and campare them to a full numerical simulation of the condensation 
process for the same expansion. 

Chemical analysis. 

As a secoud part of this thesis the experimental initialisation of the gas-vapour mixture is 
considered. The homogeneaus condensation processis strongly influenced by the supersat
uration ratio S. Initially S is only determined by the temperature T and the initial rnalar 
vapour fraction Yvo· To create the gas-vapour mixture, the vapour is injected in liquid 
form into the experimental system. Adsorption of the vapour at the walls of the system, 
effects the vapour fraction in such a way that no direct relation can be found between the 
injected volume and the initial rnalar vapour fraction. An experimental methad to deter
mine the vapour fraction in the initial experimental system was tested, and implemented. 
The methad is based on selective adsorption and gas chromatography. The effect of the 
total pressure on the rnalar fraction was investigated for n-nonane in helium and argon 
mixtures. 
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Chapter 2 

Asymptotic analysis of homogeneaus 
condensation in continuous expansions. 

2.1 Introduetion 

As we saw in chapter 1 the nonequilibrium condensation rate, equation 1.2, equation is 
constructed from the nucleation rate (i.e. the formation rate of critical nuclei per unit 
volume per unit time) and the droplet growth rate. The nucleation rateis proportional to 
exp(-!J.G/kBT). Sealing the factor !J.G/kBT did allow us to write it as B/K, where B 
is called the normalised activation function and K the nucleation parameter. In a similar 
way the droplet growth rate is normalised, resulting in a normalised droplet growth rate S1 
and a constant growth parameter...\, which is a measure for the droplet growth rate. Now 
K « 1 signifies a large activation energy or a small nucleation rate and À » 1 signifies 
a small droplet growth time. A large nucleation time foliowed by a small droplet growth 
time is in agreement with the experimental situation, therefore the nonequilibrium rate 
equation is studied under the double limit K --+ 0 and À --+ oo. 

If we now let t denote the scaled time coordinate and ts the scaled value of the saturation 
point then the nonequilibrium condensation rate equation takes the following general form 

t 

Yl(t) = À
3 J h(t,T)exp [-K- 1B(T)] dT (2.1) 

ts 

where h is a 'smooth' function of T and t. A priori B is an unknown function of time, 
except when y1 is 'frozen', i.e. y1 = 0. In that case we can simply use the isentropic 
gas relations and the pressure to evaluate the thermadynamie variables needed for B. So 
Bt (subscript f for frozen) is a known function of time throughout the entire expansion. 
In figure 2.1 a numerical simulation of B f and B is shown, based on classical nucleation 
theory. 

Right after ts the supersaturation is still too small to cause any condensation, so B 
· equals B f. Later on, further growth of S will cause small condensation effects ( nucleation) 
and in return the growth of S will be smaller than in the frozen case. Due to this effect 
B will be larger than B f. This difference between B and B f will grow. Th en B has a 
turning point at te, where dB/ dt = 0. This point is called the onset point and represents 
the beginning of the collapse of the supersaturated, nonequilibrium, nearly frozen vapour 
state. 
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Figure 2.1: A numerical simulation of the activiation functions as functions of time for an 
expansion without, frozen, and an expansion with condensation, typical. 

Equation 2.1 can very well be approximated using Laplace's method [6] (see also ap
pendix A). When K-+ 0, the main contribution to the integral arises from the immediate 
vicinity of the point at which B( T) attains its smallest value in the interval ts :::; T ::=:; t. So 
wi th respect to the form of B as function of time ( see figure 2.1) and the interval t s ::=:; T ::=:; t, 
there appear to be two cases: (i) end point minima, when t :::; te and (ii) interior minima, 
when t 2:: te. 

As already stated in chapter 1 we can, by expanding B in a Taylor series about T = t 
up to the second order derivative of B, divide case (i) into two asymptotically distinct 
zones: the initial growth zone (IGZ), where the second order derivative can neglected and 
secondly the rapid growth zone (RGZ), where we include the second order derivative in 
'the Taylor series. 

For t 2:: te the integral is always dominated by the immediate vicinity of te· Right 
after te we are in the nucleation zone (NZ), where we assume that the droplet growth ra te 
remains at a constant value, evaluated at t = te· This approximation is only valid for a 
very small period after te, because it would result in an exploding liquid fraction without 
a return to thermadynamie equilibrium. For a return to thermadynamie equilibrium it is 
necessary to take into account the collapse of the supersaturated state in the growth rate, 
which is clone in the droplet growth zone (DGZ). 

2.2 About the mixture and the equation of state 

We make the following assumptions regarding the expansion: 

- the expansion is adiabatic, 
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the initial mixture contains one gas and one vapour component at an initial undersatu
rated state and at initial pressure p~, 1

, 

during the expansion the mixture is homogeneaus and the gas camponenent acts as a 
carrier gas, so only the vapour component takes part in the condensation process, 

the gas-vapour state is locally uniform, 

the total pressure of the mixture p1 is a known function of time (e.g. by measurement), 

the actual partial molar liquid fraction yf remains much smaller than unity 

the inert gas and the condensable vapour are perfect gases, 

the condensate contains only the vapour component, and can be described as an incom
pressible fiuid with specific heat c; (Jmol-1K-1), 

As a first step we will normalise time t 1 using the pressure p1
, which is a known function 

of time. The reference value of time t~ is defined by 

1 ( 1 dp
1

) 

t~ = p1 dt1 t' 
0 

(2.2) 

where t~ is the moment at which the expansion starts. In this definition t~ is simply a 
.measure for the expansion time and can be used to normalise t1

, so t = t1 jt~. 

2.2.1 The mixture 

The molar density of the mixture n1 can be written as 

(2.3) 

with n~, n~ and n; the partial molar densities of resp. the inert gas, the vapour and the 
liquid component of the mixture, where the latter is defined with respect to the volume 
occupied by the carrier gas and the vapour. Dividing (2.3) by n1 gives us an equation for 
the partial molar fractions 

1 I I I 
= Yi + Yv + Yz (2.4) 

In this chapter all dependent variables ( except t) will be normalised using their values at 
the saturation point: 

p1 T 1 n1 L 1 

p = 1 , T = T 1 ' n = - 1 , L = L 1 , 

Ps s ns s 
(2.5) 

1 In this chapter a prime indicates the original, dimensional variable. Variables without a prime are nor
malised. In this report we use a normalisation procedure similar to the one carried out in Blythe & Shih [1]. 
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where we assume that the latent heat of evaporation L' = L'(T'), so L~ = L'(T;). The 
equation for L' will be specified in the next section. The partial molar densities of the 
vapour n~ and the inert gas n~ are also normalised by their saturation values, resp. n~s 

and n~s· The partial molar liquid density n; is, just like the vapour component, normalised 
by the saturation value of the partial molar vapour density n~s· In case of total vapour 
depletion this normalisation procedure results in a molar liquid fraction y1 going from zero 
to unity and a molar vapour fraction Yv going from unity to zero. So we have 

n' n' n' ~ V l ni = -,-, nv = -,-, nl = -,-
nis nvs nvs 

(2.6) 

Equation (2.6) also holcis for the partial molar fractions Yi, Yv and y1 and the partial 
pressures concerning the vapour and gas component Pi and Pv· 
A simple relation between the molar density of the vapour nv and the mixture n is found 
using Y~s = y~. This results in y~ + yf = Y~s' which reacis in normalised form 

nv 
- = Yv = 1- Yl 
n 

2.2.2 Equation of state 

(2.7) 

The gas and the vapour are perfect gases, so using Daltorr's law the total pressure p' can 
be written as 

1 1 I ( I I )--nTI P = Pi + Pv = ni + nv ,..._ (2.8) 

where Ris the universal gasconstant (8.314 Jmol-1K-1). Using n~ + n~ + n; = n' equa
tion (2.8) reacis 

p' = p~ + p~ = (n'- n;)RT' = (1- yf)n'RT' (2.9) 

Normalisation of this equation, using p~ = n~ RT:, yields the following normalised form for 
the equation of state 

p = (1 - Y~sYl)nT (2.10) 

2.3 Conservation law and rate equations 

2.3.1 Energy conservation 

The pressure is a known function of time. This allows us todrop momenturn conservation. 
The energy conservation law is given by 

,di' dp' 
n-=-

dt' dt' 
(2.11) 
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where n' is the molar density of the mixture and i' the mixture enthalpy in Jmol- 1 . The 
gas and vapour component are perfect gases. Consequently we can write i' as [7] 

·I I I T' I ( I T' L') I 'T' z = YiCpi + Yv cpv + o + YzCz (2.12) 

where c~i and c~v are the specific heats of resp. the inert gas and the vapour component 
at constant pressure in Jmol-1 K-1

, c; is the specific heat of the liquid ( Jmol-1 K-1 ) and 
L~ is the latent heat of evaporation at zero temperature (Jmol-1). Equation (2.12) can be 
written as 

·I 'T' 'L' I L' Z = CP - Yz + Yvs 0 

where c~ is the specific heat of the initial mixture ( Jmol-1 K- 1) defined by 

and L' is the latent heat of evaporation in ( Jmol- 1) defined by 

L' = (c~v- c;)T' + L~ 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

Using equation (2.5), cP = c~/R as a normalisation for c~ and a constant H defined by 
H = L~/(RT;) equation (2.11) can be written as 

di dp 
n dt = dt 

with the normalised mixture enthalpy defined by 

I L' · T HL 1 Yvs 0 
Z = Cp - YvsYl + RT' 

s 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

The last term on the right hand side in this equation is constant and represents an initial 
enthalpy 'reservoir'. It is important to realise that we now have to use equation (2.15) 
for the latent heat to establish a consistent theory, because it is a direct result of the 
assumption that the vapour and gas component of the mixture can be treated as perfect 
gases. The latent heat of evaporation for water is given by 

L~20 (T') = 4.42 104
- 42.8(T'(K)- 295) (Jmol-1

) (2.18) 

Consequently we also have to use the equilibrium vapour pressure P~,eq(T'), which is de
termined by the latent heat and the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. 

Using equation (2.18) with T~ ~ 250K the value of the constant H defined above can be 
shown to be a bout 20. Together with a typical value 10-4 for Y~s the value of H Y~s is a bout 
10-3 ( « 1). In appendixBit is shown that, when Hy~s « 1 the system of equation (2.10) 
and (2.16) can be solved forT and n in functional form as 

(2.19) 
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and 

( ) ( )( cp-l+Yl~~:~(:~H~)) [(1-H~)Y~sYll 
n Yz, t = T Yz, t vs exp , 

1- YvsYl (2.20) 

In the nearly frozen approximation, i.e. when y1 « 1, L/T can be replaced by LJIT1 = 

L(TJ )/Tf, where Tf is the frozen temperature, which is a known function of time. Conse
quently also T and n become known functions of y1 and t. 

2.3.2 N ucleation ra te 

The nucleation rate J' is in various theories given by the following general form. 

1 '( 1 ') ( f:1G') J = I: nv, T exp -kET' (2.21) 

where I:' a kinetic prefactorand !:1G' the Gibbs free energy of formation of a critical cluster 
and kB the Boltzmann constant. In this chapter the term !:1G'/kBT' is replaced by the 
activa ti on function B' ( n~, T'): 

J' = L:'(n~, T') exp( -B'(n~, T')) (2.22) 

Classica! theories predict that [10] 

L:'(n~, T') (2.23) 

B'(n~, T') = (2.24) 

where rJ 1 is the surface tension: rJ1 = rJ'(T'), NA is Avogadro's number, N{ is the intrinsic 
molar liquid density (i.e. the liquid density with respect to its own volume). 

N ormalisation. 

By normalising n~ and T' as above equation (2.21) can be written as 

J' = J;L:(nv, T) exp ( -K-1 B(nv, T)) (2.25) 

where we call K the nucleation parameter. At the saturation point I: equals unity, L:(1, 1) = 

1. J; is a measure for J', so it can be used to normalise J'. This gives us the nucleation 
rate equation in normalised form 

J = L:(nv, T) exp ( -K-1 B(nv, T)) (2.26) 

In the classica! approach this means that 

B = B(nv, T) ln- 2 S (2.27) 

where B equals unity at the saturation point, i.e. B(1, 1) = 1. 
The nucleation rate equals the rate at which critical clusters are formed. The droplet 

growth law tells us how these clusters grow on to macroscopie droplets. 
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2.3.3 Droplet growth rate 

An important quantity regarding droplet growth is the Knudsen number K n defined by 

[I 
Kn=-

2r1 (2.28) 

where r 1 is the droplet radius and l1 is the molecular mean free path of the surrounding 
gas-vapour mixture. We will consider two cases here: the free molecular regime, where the 
dimension of the droplet is small compared to the molecular mean free path l1 (Kn > 1) 
and secondly the continuum regime, where the dimension of the droplet is large compared 
to the molecular mean free path ( K n « 1). N aturally the tot al pressure is an important 
parameter regarding the molecular mean free path, at high pressures the mean free path 
will be smaller than at lower pressures. Because of this, the free molecular regime will also 
be called low pressure limit and the continuurn regime high pressure limit. 

Free molecular regime. 

In this case transfer of mass and heat from the gas-vapour mixture to the droplet is 
determined by molecular impingement rates. Taghether with the massaccomodation coef
ficient Cl!M, i.e. the fraction of vapour molecules that stick to the surface of the droplet, 
the impingement rate of the vapour molecules determines the droplet growth rate. We 
now assume that droplet surface temperature equals the temperature of the surrounding 
gas-vapour mixture and that the massaccomodation coefficient equals unity: aM = 1. Fur
thermore, Kelvin effects are neglected, i.e. the curvature of the liquid-vapour interface 
has no effect on the equilibrium of vapour and liquid. Under these conditions the droplet 
growth law in the free molecular regime can be written as [7], [8] 

dr1 

dt1 
(2.29) 

where P~,eq(T1 ) is the vapour pressure at equilibrium and Rv is the specific gas constant 
of the vapour component. In a more general form equation (2.29) can be written as 

drl = rll( I Tl) 
dtl nv, (2.30) 

Continuurn regime. 

In the continuurn regime the mass between the droplet and its surrounding gas-vapour 
mixture is ditfusion controlled. We again assume that Kelvin effects can be neglected 
and that the droplet temperature equals the temperature of the surrounding gas-vapour 
mixture. From mass conservation we can construct the following droplet growth law [7] 

dr12 

dt1 

2D I (T1
) Pv,eq (S _ 1) 

f.-LzN{Rv(1- Y~s)T1 
(2.31) 
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where Dis the diffusion coefficient (m2s-1). In a general form equation (2.29) can be 
written as 

d 12 

_!___ = D1(n1 T 1
) dtl Vl 

(2.32) 

Normalisation. 

Combining equations (2.30) and (2.32) we get the following general droplet growth equa
tion, which will be used in the rest of this chapter 

d lm 

r I( I I) ----;]i/=D nv,T (2.33) 

with m = 1 in the free molecular regime and m = 2 in the continuurn regime. To be able 
to normalise equation (2.33) we have to define a normalised droplet radius r = r1 /r~. A 
suitable value for r~ is given by 

I I 
13 Yvsns r - --,----=-=---=--
d - ±1r J 1t 1 N 1 

3 r r l 

(2.34) 

where N{ is the intrinsic molair liquid density ( assumed to be constant). Equation ( 2.34) 
simply means putting the number of liquid molecules equal to the number of vapour 
molecules. 
Using n~, T 1

, t 1 in normalised form together with equation (2.34) we can write down the 
droplet growth law (2.33) in normalised form as 

(2.35) 

where we call À the growth parameter, which is a measure for the droplet growth rate in 
this definition. 

2.3.4 Molar liquid fraction 

The equation for the molar liquid fraction yf as function of time t 1 is constructed from the 
nucleation rate equation (2.22) and the equation for the droplet growth rate (2.33) 

(2.36) 

The droplet radius r 1 is found by integrating equation (2.33) and neglecting the initial 
cri ti cal radius of the droplets, i.e. r 1 

( T
1

, T
1

) = 0 
Using the normalised nucleation rate equation (2.26), the normalised droplet growth 

law (2.35), the normalised droplet radius r = r 1 jr~, with r~ defined by equation (2.34) 
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and time normalisation given by equation (2.2) we can write down the condensation rate 
equation in normalised form 

t 

Yl(t) =À~ j M(t,T)n-1(T)l:(T)exp [-K-1B(T)] dT (2.37) 
ts 

where Mis found by integration of the droplet growth law (2.35) with r(T, T) = 0 

3 

M(t, T) = (! fl(~)d~);;; (2.38) 

Equation (2.37) is a nonlinear Volterra integral coupled to equations (2.16) and (2.10). 
This coupled, nonlinear Volterra eqaution is not studied as it stands, but under the double 
limit À ---+ oo and K ---+ 0. 

2.4 Asymptotic analysis 

In the limit K ---+ 0 equation (2.37) is dominated by the exponential factor containing the 
normalised activation function B. As already stated in section 2.1 the activation function 
B ( T) is an unknown function of T ( except for frozen expansions). We do know that is has 
got one global minimum at T =te. The Laplace methad uses the fact the main contribution 
to the integral arises from the immedia te vicinity of the minimum of B ( T) in the interval 
ts ::; T ::; t. So with respect to the interval there appear to be two cases: 

1. End point minimum: t ::; te, with t the end point of the interval. 

2. Interior minimum: t 2:: te· 

Each of these two cases can be divided into two asymptotically distinct zones 

1. End point minimum. 

(a) Initial growth zone (IGZ). 

(b) Rapid growth zone (RGZ). 

2. Interior minimum. 

(a) Nucleation zone (NZ). 

(b) Droplet growth zone (DG Z). 

The difference between the distinct zones was already explained in chapter 1 and section 2.1. 
The derivation of the asymptotic resulst intheseparate zones given in the next sections 

can be found in appendix D 
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2.4.1 End point minimum. 

For T < te, where te represents the turning point of the activation function B and the 
nucleation rate J, the nucleation rate has not reached its maximum yet, and the liquid 
fraction is still too small to be able to noticably influence the temperature T. This justifies 
the application of the nearly frozen approximation for evaluation of the temperature T 
and the rnalar density n, i.e. by replacing L/T in equations (2.19) and (2.20) by LJITJ = 

L(T1 )/T1, the temperature T and the rnalar density n become known functions of y1 and 
t. So in the interval is :::; T :::; te we have 

T(t) 
n(t) 

T [Yl(t), t] 
ii [Yl(t), t] 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

Consequently also the thermadynamie functions D, ~ and B, which are functions of 
the rnalar vapour density nv and the temperature T (or similarly of n, Tand y1), become 
known functons of Yl and t: 

D(t) 
~(t) 

B(t) 

n [Yl(t), tJ 
f; [Yl(t), t] 
B [Yl(t), t] 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

In the interval is :::; t :::; te, where is is the saturation point and te the turning point 
of B, B is a monotonically decreasing function of t. So the major contribution in this 
interval arises from the immediate vicinity of the end point minimum T = t, which allows 
us to replace D(T), ~(T) and n(T) by their end point values. Replacing D(T) by D(t) in 
equation (2.38) gives: 

3 3 
M(t, T) = n~(t)(t- T)~ (2.44) 

We find a general working form of the asymptotic salution of y1(t) in the interval is :::; t :::; te 

t 

Yl(t) rv À~D~(t)n- 1 (t)~(t) j(t-T)~exp [-K- 1B(T)] dT (2.45) 
t. 

For further evaluation of equation (2.45) we write the activation function B as a second 
order Taylor expansion about T = t, i.e. 

(
dB) 1 (d2 

B) B(T) = B(t) + dT r=t (T- t) + 2 dT2 r=t (T- t)2 (2.46) 

In the rest of this chapter this equation will be written as 

dB 1 d2 B 2 B ( T) = B ( t) + di ( T - t) + 2 dt2 ( T - t) (2.47) 
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· lnitial growth zone. 

As already stated in the introduction, the second order derivative of B can be neglected 
in this zone, yielding the following form for y1 in the initial growth zone: 

Yt(t) rv À ~D~ (t)n-1 (t)"2:(t) exp( -K-1 B(t)) (2.48) 
t 

j (t-r);!;exp [-r1 :~(r-t)] dr 
-oo 

where the asymptotic method justifies the replacement of the interval of integration in 
equation (2.45) [ts, t] by the interval [-oo, t], because the main contribution to the integral 
comes from the time interval just before t. 

The integral equation (2.48) including its time derivative can be solved (see appendix 
D) leading to the following asymptotic analytical expressions for resp. the molar liquid 
fraction and its time derivative 

Yt(t) 

dyl 
dt 

~ r(! + 1).\;!;K;!;+'o;!;(t)n-'(t)E(t) (- :~) -;!;-
1 

exp ( -K-1 B(t)) (2.49) 

~ r(! + 1).\;!;K;!;o;!;(t)n-1(t)E(t) (- ~~) -;!; exp ( -r1 B(t)) (2.50) 

where we used the equations for the nearly frozen approximation given by equations (2.40), 
(2.41), (2.42) and (2.43). The nearly frozen approximation allows us to write the first order 
derivative of the activation function as 

- -
dB oB dyt oB 
-=--+-
dt oy1 dt at 

(2.51) 

Writing dB/ dt in this way separates the effect of the expansion and the effect of conden
sation on B. Equations (2.49), (2.50) and (2.51) form a transeendental system for Yt(t) 
and dyt/ dt and can be solved iteratively starting from the known frozen solution. This 
procedure will be specified in section 2.5. 

A simplified salution can be obtained by replacing B, D, n and "2: in equations (2.49), 
(2.50) and (2.51) by their frozen values, i.e. B(t) -+ Bt(t) = B(O, t) etc.. Now a di
rect evaluation is possible, because all the completely frozen approximations are known 
functions of time. 

As shown in chapter 1, the linear approximation of B will fail when t approaches the 
turning point te· luclusion of the second order derivative in the expansion results in a 
better approximation for the actual B in the interval preceding t, yielding a larger value 
for 6B in figure 1.2. We are now by definition in the rapid growth zone. 

Rapid growth zone. 

luclusion of the second order derivative in the Taylor expansion of B, results in the following 
asymptotic expression for y1 in the rapid growth zone 
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Yz(t) rv 

Again this equation together with its first and second order time derivative can be solved 
(see appendix D), leading to the following asymptotic expressions 

where 

Yz(t) rv r(! + 1)À~O~(t)n- 1 (t)~(t) exp ( -K-1 B(t)) 

x [2j3(t)r2;"-t exp [Î2(t)l D_.l.__1 [ Î(t) l 
dyz 
dt 

!3( t) 

Î(t) 

8j3(i) m j2J3(i) 

rv r(! + 1)À~0~ (t)n- 1 (t)~(t) exp ( -K-1 B(t)) 

x [2j3(t)r2;" exp [Î2(t)l D_.l.. [ Î(t) l 
8j3(i) m j2J3(i) 

rv r(! + 1)À~O~(t)n- 1 (t)~(t) exp ( -K-1 B(t)) 

x [2j3(t)r2;"+t exp [Î2(t)l D_.l.. [ Î(t) l 
8j3(i) m +1 j2J3(i) 

1K-1 d2 B 
- ->0 
2 dt2 

dB 
-K-1 - > 0 

dt -

and D_v(t) denotes Whittaker's parabolic cylinder functions (see appendix C). 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 

We are still using the nearly frozen relations (2.40), (2.41), (2.42) and (2.43) here (they 
are valid up to te), so the first and second order derivative of B can be written as 

dB oB dyz oB -=--+-
dt oyz dt 8t 

(2.58) 

and straightforward 

d2 B oB d2 yz o2 B ( dyz) 
2 o2 B dyz o2 B 

dt2 = oyz dt2 + oy[ di + 2 oyzot di+ ot2 (2·59) 

Similar to the initial growth zone equations (2.53), (2.54), (2.55), (2.58) and (2.59) forma 
transeendental system for y1(t), dyz/dt and d2yz/dt2, which can be solved iteratively starting 
from the frozen solution. 
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At t = te which marks the end of the rapid growth zone the first order derivative of B 
is zero, i.e. re = 0. Using the fact that (simply found by taking z zero in equation (C.2) 
in appendix C) 

(2.60) 

we obtain the following asymptotic salution for the turning point of B 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

(
d

2
y1) 

dt2 
e 

(2.63) 

where the subscript e means evaluated at te. 
For t > te the end point mininum approach has to be replaced by the interior minimum 

approach. 

2.4.2 Interior minimum. 

Now that we have passed the minimum of the activation function B the major contribution 
to the equation for the condensate molar fraction Yz arises from the immediate vicinity of 
T =te, where dB/dt = 0. So now the general asymptotic salution of Yz takes the following 
form 

t 

Yz(t) rv À~n; 1 "Ee exp( -K-1 Be) J M(t, T) exp [-,Be(T- te) 2
] dT (2.64) 

-oo 

Nucleation zone. 

For the time being we will use the same procedure regarding M as in the former zones. 
The only difference is that we now have to use O(te) = Oe instead of O(t). This results 
in the assumption of a constant droplet growth rate Oe throughout the entire nucleation 
zone. Under these conditions equation (2.64) can be written as 

(2.65) 
-00 
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Equation (2.65) can again be solved in terms of parabolic cylinder functions 2 (see ap
pendix D) 

(2.66) 

w here time is scaled by 

(2.67) 

and the constant Ve is defined by 

(2.68) 

In the limit rp --+ oo, y1 takes the form 

(2.69) 

for m = 1, and 

(2.70) 

for m = 2. These equations are a monotonically increasing functions of rp, yielding an y1 

exceeding unity. There must be a return to thermadynamie equilibrium, which obviously 
can not happen if we keep the droplet growth rate constant. In order to establish a return 
to thermadynamie equilibrium, where the supersaturation ratio equals unity, we have to 
include the effect of the decreasing supersaturation ratio in the droplet growth rate. 

Droplet growth zone. 

In this zone we assume the droplet growth rate to be constant up to te and for t 2: te we 
include the effect of the decreasing supersaturation ratio in the droplet growth rate, i.e. 

t 

M(t, T) = nP (te- T)~ + J D(T; K)dT (2.71) 
te 

Using the following defenition for a normalised droplet radius 

(2. 72) 

2 The solution for this zone given in Delale et al. [3] is written in terros of error functions, which 
can be clone because Delale uses a droplet growth law only valid in the free molecular regime ( m = 1). 
Equation (2.66) can be shown to have the same form as Delale's solution for m = 1 using the relations 
given in appendix C. 
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the asymptotic expression (2.64) can be written as 

3 .l_ 

Yz(t;K) rv ,X;;;-D;'n~ 1 I;eexp(-K- 1 Be) 
t 

J [(te- T) + R(t; K)]~ exp [-!Je(T- te) 2
] dT (2.73) 

-oo 

The term De (te- T + R( t; K)) represents the radius of a droplet formed at t = T, where it is 
assumed to grow with a constant growth rateDe up toT= te and grow further with growth 
rate D(T; K). Note that this term can be negative fort> te. Consequently equation (2.73) 
is only a good approximation when the nucleation rate, represented by the exponential 
term in the integrant, has decreased to a negligible small value. The value for !Je which 
appears in the exponential term is very large, typically about 8 103 . The nucleation ra te 
will decrease to neglible small values in a very small period after te. For large enough t, 
i.e. y1, it appears that all the dropiets present are formed at T =te. 

After some manipulations where we use the same time sealing procedure as in the 
nucleation zone, given by equation (2.67), equation (2.73) can again be written in termsof 
parabalie cylinder functions (provided that rp ----* oo, i.e. t ---t oo). The expression obtained 
can, using the asymptotic expansion for parabalie cylinder functions (for rp ---t oo), be 
written as 

(2.74) 

for m = 1, and as 

(2.75) 

for m = 2. 

2.5 Numerical code 

A numerical program was written to evaluate the equations obtained insection 2.4. In this 
section the quantities used in the program will be specified, foliowed by a specification of 
the procedure used in the asymptotically distinct zones. 

In the next section results of water-argon expansions are given, where we used the 
following expressions for resp. surface tension CJ

1
, latent heat L' and saturation pressure 

P
I • 
v,eq· 

L~2o(T') 

P~,eqH2o (T') 

( 
T' ) o.n2o21 

0.111773 1- 647.3 

a-bT' (Jmol-1) 

1 493 1026T'-b/R exp (--a-) 
. RT' 

22 

(Pa) 

(2. 76) 

(2.77) 

(2.78) 



where a= 5.679 104 (Jmol-1), b = 42.75 (Jmol-1K- 1) and T' is the actual temperature 
· in degrees Kelvin. The equation forthelatent heat (2.77) equals equation (2.18) in sec-

tion 2.3. As already stated in section 2.3 we have to use this equation in order to establish 
. a physically consistent theory. Consequently also the equilibrium vapour pressure P~,eq 
·has got a predetermined form (2.78), which can be found by integration of the Clausius
Clapeyron equation using the result forthelatent heat and P~,eq(T' = 273.15K) = 610.8Pa 
as a reference value. 

Nucleation rate. 

For the results given in the next section we also used the classica! nucleation theory (see 
equations (2.22), (2.23) and (2.24)). The nucleation rate in normalised form can be written 
as (see section 2.3) 

J' 
1= ]' ="E.(nv,T)exp(-K-1B(nv,T)) 

r 
(2.79) 

where proper normalisation of the classica! nucleation theory result in a measure for the 
nucleation rate 1; and a nucleation parameter K given by resp. 

!!tiN''' J' A 2 nvs 
(2.80) r N[ 

3N'2R 3T'3 

(2.81) K l s 
-

161!" NA0"~ 3 

where O"~ = O"'(T;). Note that the nucleation parameter K is very small indeed. A rude 
es tirnation leads to K ~ 5 10-3 . Furthermore, proper normalisation results in the following 
forms for the thermodymamic functions L, and B 

Droplet growth rate. 

(2.82) 

(2.83) 

Finally we used the draplets growth laws given by equations (2.29) and (2.31) for resp. the 
free molecular and the continuurn regime. They can be written in the following normalised 
form (see section 2.3) 

(2.84) 
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where m = 1 in the free molecular regime and m = 2 in the continuurn regime. Proper 
normalisation of equation (2.29) leads to the following growth parameter À and thermady
namie function n in the free molecular regime ( fm) 

t~n~8 
r 'N' d l 

Pv,eq(T) (S _ 1) 
iff 

(2.85) 

(2.86) 

where we used that Pv,eq(T) = P~,eq(T')/P~,eq(T;), with P~,eq(T;) = P~s = n~s RT:. The 
reference time t~, which is a measure for the expansion time, is given by equation (2.2) 
and r~, representing a measure for the droplet radius throughout the expansion, is given 
by equation (2.34). 

The results for À and n in the continuurn regime (ct) are obtained through normalisation 
of equation (2.31). 

(2.87) 

(2.88) 

where the diffusion coefficient D is a function of the total pressure p and the temperature 
T, so D~ = D'(p~, T;). 

General numerical procedure. 

The input the numerical programs needs consists of: 

·- specific heats of the vapour and inert gas at constant pressure, models for the surface 
· tension, latent heat of evaporation and saturation pressure and a specification of the 

nucleation ra te and the droplet growth law (e.g. the models given above) 

- the pressure as function of time throughout the entire expansion: to obtain the results 
presented in the next sec ti on we used the theoretica! pressure for choked ou tfiow, 
where the vessel geometry is characterised by the ratio of the openerring area and the 
volume of the vessel Ak/V. 

- initial values for pressure p~, temperature T~ and molar vapour fraction y~0 . 

With the known pressure as function of time we can normalise time using equation (2.2). 
Then next the saturation point t~ and all corresponding dependent variables, needed for 

normalisation are found. Using these normalisation values we can evaluate the nucleation 
parameter K, the reference value for the nucleation rate In the growth parameter À and 
the constant H defined by H = L~/(RT;). Once these parameters are known we can start 
the evaluation of the molar liquid fraction y1• 
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Yz = 0 Bf 
dyz/dt = 0 dB11dt 

B Yz 
dBidt dyz/dt 

F conv 

T 

I end I 

Figure 2.2: flowchart of the iterative process in the IGZ. 

In section 2.4 we already mentioned that the system of asymptotic expressions for 
y1 and its first order time derivative and the equation for the first order derivative of the 
normalised activation function B in the nearly frozen approximation forms a transeendental 
system, which can be solved iteratively starting from the frozen solution. The procedure 
is as follows: at a certain time t < te we first calculate the frozen molar density n 1 and 
the frozen temperature T1: T1(t) = p(t) 1fcp and n1(t) = T/p-l (note that these isentropic 
relations can also be found by substituting y1 = 0 in equations (2.19) and (2.20)). Knowing 
n 1(t) and T1(t) we can evaluate the frozen activation function B1(t) and its first order time 
derivative dB 1 I dt, using y1 = dyz/ dt = 0. These results for B 1 and dB 1 I dt, taghether with 
the frozen evaluations for D, :E and n, can be used to evaluate y1(t) and dyz/ dt from the 
asymptotic expressions in the initial growth zone given by equations (2.49) and (2.50). 
With these results for y1 and dyz/ dt a new evaluation of n and T is possible ( this time not 
frozen), resulting in a new B and dB I dt etc.. This iterative process is repeated until y1 

converges to a certain value. A flowchart of the procedure is shown in figure 2.2. 
In the rapid growth zone (RGZ) the sameprocedure is followed as shown in figure 2.2, 

only now we need to include the second order derivatives of y1 and B. Furthermore eval
uation of the asymptotic expression for y1 and its first and second order derivative needs 
evaluation of the parabalie cylinder functions: in appendix C the parabalie cylinder func
tions are written in terms of errorfunctions erf (x) and modified Besselfunctions Kv (x) for 
resp. the free molecular regime (m = 1) and the continuurn regime (m = 2). These 
functions can easily be evaluated numerically. 

The next step is to find the turning point te of the activation function B. A direct 
determination of the turning point will appear to be difficult, because of the specific form 
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of the activation function (see section 2.6). That is why we have to use the molar liquid 
· fraction evaluated in the next zone, the nucleation zone (NZ). At the turning point the 
value of the molar liquid fraction evaluated in RGZ has to be equal to y1 evaluated in 
NZ. Evaluation of Yl at a certain time t in the rapid growth zone provides us with a value 
for thesecondorder derivative of the activation function d2Bjdt2 , D(t), ~(t), n(t) and 
B(t). Now we assume that t =te, which means we can evaluate the constant ve (given by 
equation (2.68)) and the scaled time rp used in NZ (given by equation (2.67)), where the 
latter equals zero for t =te. Knowing rp and Ve we can evaluate the asymptotic expression 
for Yl in the nucleation zone given by equation (2.66). If this value equals y1 evaluated in 
RGZ we have found the turning point te. 

Now that the turning point te is known further evaluation of y1 at a certain time t in 
the nucleation zone is no problem, because the only variabie is the scaled time rp, which 
is simply proportional to te - t. Furthermore, temperature T and density n can still be 
found using resp. equations (2.19) and (2.20) insection 2.3, because the derivation of these 
equations (see appendix B) includes no (nearly) frozen approximations. 

Evaluation of y1 in the droplet growth zone needs evaluation of the normalised droplet 
radius R defined by equation (2.72), which can be dorre by simple quadrature integration: 
by making a choice for the values of y1 and dyz/ dt at te we are able to make a first guess of 
y1 at a certain timet> te. Knowing y1 at t we can evaluate D(t) and henceforth R(t). This 
procedure is repeated for an increasing number of steps made between te and t, yielding a 
converging value for R(t), which is used for direct evaluation of y1 using equation (2.74). 

We start the evaluation of y1 in the droplet growth zone for t » te· The we gradually 
go back in time until Yl,DGZ equals Yl,NZ· 

2.6 Results of the asymptotic theory 

In this section the results of the numerical program for a water-argon expansion are shown. 
First the results in the asymptotically distinct zones are shown, for both the free molecular 
(m = 1) and the continuurn droplet growth law (m = 2), where p~ = 50 bar, T~ = 295 K, 
y~0 = 210-4

, Ak/V = 3.47610-2
, t~ = 69.7ms. 

The entire expansion is compared to a full numerical simulation of the condensation 
process in adiabatic expansions of water-argon mixtures: the asymptotic results for the 

free molecular regime are compared to the full numerical simulation for p~ = 1bar and 
y~0 = 10-2 and the results for the continuurn regime for p~ = 50bar and y~0 = 2 10-4

. We 
chose these values for the total pressure, because they represent resp. the minimum and 
maximum pressure of the experimental expansion set-up shown in chapter 3. 

Initial growth zone, rapid growth zone. 

Figure 2.3 shows y1 as function of time in the initial and rapid growth zone, for the free 
molecular (fm) and the continuurn regime (ct). Figure 2.3 shows that y1 in the initial 
growth zone is approximately equal to y1 in the rapid growth zone up to about 2 ms 
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Figure 2.3: Yz as function of time in IGZ (solid lines) and RGZ (dashed lines) forthefree 
molecular and the continuurn approximation. The expansion time t~ = 69.7 ms and the 
saturation point t~ = 10.5 ms. 

before the turning point te. After this point Yz,rcz increases more rapidly than Yt,RGZ· 
This can be explained by the fact that Laplace's method for a first order Taylor expansion 
of the activation function B fails here: as stated in chapter 1 the initial growth zone 
approximation at some time t < te only works if the variation in B in the period !:lt, given 
by the period preceding t for which the tangent of B equals B itself, is much larger than 
the nucleation parameter K (see also figure 1.2). If this variation in B is too small, the 
integral equation for Yz is also infiuenced by values of the tangent of B in the period for 
which the tangent is not equal to B itself, but smaller. So the failure of the Laplace's 
method here results in an underestimation of B, yielding a too large value for yz. 

Rapid growth zone, nucleation zone. 

Figure 2.4 shows yz as function of time in the rapid growth zone and the nucleation zone. 
At the turningpoint te the nucleation zone takes over from the rapid growth zone. At this 
point Yt,RGZ equals Yz,Nz, but the time derivatives are not equal. This can be explained 
using the typical variation of the second order derivative of the activation function B for 
t----+ te, shown if figure 2.5. 

Figure 2.5 shows that there is no relaxation of the second order derivative for t ----+ te, 
which means that B is not a parabola for t = te. This results in a failure of Laplace's 
method for a second order Taylor expansion of B for t ----+ te, yielding an overestimated 
value for B and consequently a too small value for y1. This results in a step in the first 
order derivative of y1, when passing the turning point te (see figure 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4: Yz as function of time in RGZ (dashed lines) and NZ (solid lines) forthefree 
molecular and the continuurn approximation. The expansion time t~ = 69.7 ms and the 
saturation point t~ = 10.5 ms .. 
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Nucleation zone, droplet growth zone. 

Figure 2.6 shows Yz as function of time in the nucleation zone and the droplet growth zone. 
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Figure 2.6: Yz as function of time in NZ (solid lines) and DGZ (dashed lines) forthefree 
molecular and the continuurn approximation. The expansion time t~ = 69.7 ms and the 
saturation point t~ = 10.5 ms. 

The nucleation zone approximation is only valid in a very small period after t = te: 
within 1 ms after the turning point the droplet growth zone takes over. The value for 
Yz at the turning point in the droplet growth zone approximation equals zero for the free 
molecular regime, but not for the continuurn regime. As stated previously these values for 
Yz right after te have no physical meaning. Furthermore, the droplet growth zone shows a 
relaxing y1, which represents a return to thermadynamie equilibrium. 

Comparison to a full numerical simulation. 

Now we will campare the total asymptotic salutionfora water-argon expansion toanother 
simulation, which evaluates y1 by numerical integration. The numerical code for this sim
tilation uses the same relations for the surface tension CJ

1
, latent heat L' and saturation 

pressure P~,eq as the numerical code for the asymptotic salution (see section 2.5). It also 
uses the pressure for choked outflow throughout the entire expansion and the classical 
nucleation theory as input. The droplet growth law is not the same. Where we use the 
relations given in section 2.5, the simulation a droplet growth law based on Gyarmathy's 
droplet growth model. This model takes into account Kelvin and Knudsen effects. 

Figure 2. 7 shows the results for supersaturation ratio S, the nucleation ra te J and the 
molar liquid fraction y1 for both the asymptotic salution in the free molecular regime and 
the full numerical simulation at initial pressure p~ = 1 bar and initial molar vapour fraction 
Y~o = 10-2. 
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·Figure 2. 7: comparison of the asymptotic salution in the free molecular regime to the full 
numerical simulation of the condensation process in a water-argon mixture with initial 
state: p~ = 1 bar, T~ = 295 K, y~0 = 10-2

. The expansion time t~ = 69.5 ms and the 
saturation point t~ = 10.5 ms. Maximum values: lmax = 4.21015 m-3 s-1 and Smax = 11.9. 
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Figure 2.8: comparison of the asymptotic salution in the continuurn regime to the full 
numerical simulation of the condensation process in a water-argon mixture with initial 
state: p~ = 50 bar, T~ = 295 K, y~0 = 210-4

. The expansion timet~ = 69.7 ms and the 
saturation point t~ = 10.5 ms. Maximum values: lmax = 3.11017 m-3s-1 and Smax = 15.5. 
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The asymptotic salution is approximately equal to the results of the full numerical 
simulation for a period until 24 ms after the saturation point. Condensation effects are 
negligible in this period, so the salution is frozen. The asymptotic salution of the nucle
ation rate attains its maximum value earlier than the nucleation rate evaluated by the full 
numerical simulation. 

For a typical value of the droplet radius r' = 0.1 p,m the Knudsen number for an 
expansion with an initial pressure of 1 bar is of the order 10-2 . Application of the low 
pressure limit (Kn > 1) in this case, leads to an overestimated value for the droplet growth 
rate. The growth of Yz will be larger, compared to the full numerical simulation, when 
approaching the turning point. As aresult the supersaturation ratio and consequently also 
the nucleation rate show an early decrease. 

Figure 2.8 shows the results for supersaturation ratio S, the nucleation rate J and 
the rnalar liquid fraction y1 for both the asymptotic salution in the continuurn regime 
and the other simulation at initial pressure p~ = 50bar and initial rnalar vapour fraction 
y~0 = 210-4

. In this case the Knudsen number is for a typical droplet radius r' = 0.1 p,m 
is of the order 10-3 . This justifies the use of the high pressure limit droplet growth law. 
As a result of the smaller growth rate, compared to the low pressure limit, the onset of 
condensation is delayed until larger values of the supersaturation ratio S. This reduces 
Kelvin effects. So the asymptotic salution should be in very good agreement with the 
full numerical simulation. As shown in figure 2.8 asymptotic salution for the nucleation 
rate is indeed a very good approximation when approaching the turning point of J. The 
asymptotic value for the maximum of the nucleation rate, however, is about 1.5 times 
larger than the value given by the full numerical simulation. This is a direct result of 
the approximation of the activation function B by a second order Taylor expansion: as 
stated previously, this approximation yields an underestimation of y1 when approaching 
the turning point. Consequently the supersaturation ratio S and the nucleation rate J are 
overestimated. A too large value for the nucleation rate yields a formation of too many 
droplets, which causes a faster increase of the rnalar liquid fraction in the asymptotic 
approximation. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental initialisation 

3.1 Introduetion 

Condensation experiments yielding reliable results, need correct values for the initial pres
sure Po, the initial temperature T0 and the initial molar vapour fraction Yvo of the system. 
The temperature and the pressure can easily be determined by measurement. The vapour 
fraction is infi uenced by both adsorption and desorption effects on the walls and the addi
tion of the inert gas, which is explained in the sequel. This means that proper measurement 
of the initial vapour fraction can only be done after addition of the inert gas and when 
there is an equilibrium regarding adsorption and desorption effects. In this chapter an 
experimental procedure is presented to determine the initial vapour fraction after addition 
of the inert gas. 

3.2 Experimental set-up 

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic drawing of the expansion set-up. The heart of the set-up 
consist of the expansion chamber connected to the vacuum vessel separated from each other 
by a magnetic valve V 1 . The expansion chamber has got the same geometry as a nozzle 
cut off at the throat, with a volume of 0.810-3 m-3 . Furthermore, the sidewalls of the 
chamber are equipped with windows to enable optical measurements during the expansion 
[9]. Figure 3.1 also shows a mixing circuit driven by a mixing pump, which enables us to 
create a homogeneaus initial gas-vapour mixture. The initial total pressure is measured 
using a static pressure sensor (Druck PDCR81) placed at the bottorn of the expansion 
chamber. 

The initial mixture is created by addition of both the vapour component and the inert 
gas to the system. The vapour component is added in liquid form via the injection point, 
situated at a corner at the bottorn of the mixing circuit. The inert gas is added via the 
gas inlet. 

The 'old' procedure used to determine the initial vapour fraction was as follows: first 
a vacuum is created in the whole system. Then, the vapour component is injected into 
the system. A measurement of the pressure in the system at this time, using a low
pressure sensor, will first show an increase in the pressure caused by a direct evaporation 
of the vapour component, which is injected in liquid form. This increase in the pressure 
is followed by a decrease caused by the ad- an absorption of the vapour component at the 
walls, rubber seelings etc., which means that there is no equilibrium regarding adsorption 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic drawing of the adsorption set-up. 
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and desorption of the vapour component. The system has reached equilibrium, when the 
.pressure (corrected for the rate at which gas leaks in form the environment) has stabilised. 
In this way the vapour pressure is determined. Now the system is brought to the desired 
total pressure by adding the inert gas. The molar vapour fraction in the system is now 
assumed to equal the ratio of the vapour pressure and the total pressure. The problem 
here is that the latter assumption is not true, because addition of the inert gas will cause 
.a shift in the equilibrium state mentioned above. In the next section this equilibrium shift 

. is determined for the liquid-vapour equilibrium of an ideal component. 

3.3 The Kelvin-Helmholtz formula. 

Our initial system is a one component vapour-liquid equilibrium. In equilibrium the chem
ica! potential of the vapour 1/Jv equals the chemica! potential of the liquid 'lj;1• Now the 
inert and insoluble gas is added to the system at a constant temperature T, such that the 
total pressure is p after addition of the gas. The chemica! potential of the liquid must be 
evaluated at the total pressure p. The increase in the chemical potential of the liquid is 
given by 

p 

6.1/Jl = J Vmldp' 

P2 

(3.1) 

where pe is the vapour pressure of the one component vapour-liquid equilibrium and Vml 
is the molecular volume of the liquid. The liquid is assumed to be incompressible, so the 
6.'lj;1 can be written as 

(3.2) 

The vapour-liquid interface acts as an semi-permeable surface for the gas-vapour mixture, 
i.e. the vapour can and the insoluble gas can not pass through it. Consequently the 
chemical potential of the vapour must be evaluated at the membrane pressure Pv, i.e. the 
equilibrium vapour pressure after addition of the gas [12]. So the change in the chemical 
potential of the vapour can be written as 

Pv 

6.1/Jv = J Vmvdp~ 
P2 

(3.3) 

where Vmv is the molecular volume of the vapour. The assumption that the vapour is a 
perfect gas, yields 

6.1/Jv = R.T ln p~ (3.4) 
Pv 

The system is in thermadynamie equilibrium if 6.1/Jv = 6.1/J~, i.e. 

Pv ( Vml ( 0)) o = exp R.T p - Pv 
Pv 

(3.5) 
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This equation is called the Kelvin-Helmholtz formula. Figure 3.3 shows Pv/Pe as function 
of the total pressure for water and nonane. 
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Figure 3.3: Kelvin-Helmholtz correction factor for the vapour pressure of water and nonarre 
as function of the total pressure. 

The value of Vmz is much larger for nonarre than for water, therefore, the effect of the 
· total pressure pon the equilibrium vapour pressure Pv is much larger for nonarre (see figure 

3.3). 

3.4 Chemical analysis 

The principle of the new methad for determining the vapour fraction is based on selective 
adsorption and gas chromatography. The vapour and inert gas are separated in a small 
sample of the mixture, by leading it through a column filled with adsorbens (C18 ). The 
adsorption column, shown in figure 3.2, is mounted on the mixing circuit. The adsorbing 
material inside the adsorption column adsorps all the vapour (nonane) of the gas-vapour 
mixture that is forced to flow through the column. The gas, which passes through unaf
fected, is collected in a measuring glass which is placed upside down in a water container. 
This allows us to determine the volume, and consequently the rnalar amount, of the gas 
drawn from the system. The nonarre is separated from the adsorption column, using hexane 
as a solvent, yielding a nonane-hexane mixture of typically 0.5 mg nonarre in 1 ml hexane. 
The absolute amount of nonarre in this mixture is determined using gaschromatographic 
techniques. 

The results of the chemical analysis presented in the next section are measurements of 
saturated vapour pressures, i.e. we tried to establish a vapour-liquid equilibrium in the 
system by injection of an excessive amount of nonane. If the mixture inside the vessel is 
in vapour-liquid equilibrium it is justified to campare the results of the chemica! analysis 
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to the known saturated vapour pressures of nonane corrected for the total pressure, using 
equation (3.5) in section 3.3. 

The experimental procedure to form the initial mixture is as follows: 

First valves V1 , V2, V3 , V5 , V7 and V8 are opened so that we can evacuate the whole 
system. 

Th en valves V 1 and V 8 are closed and V 6 is slowly opened to let the gas (e.g. argon) 
into the system until a pressure of about 1 bar. 

Then we inject approximately 3 ml nonane into the system. This is about one thousand 
times as much as we need to establish a saturated vapour pressure in the total volume 
of the system, in case there would be no adsorption effects. 

Now we again open valve V6 to let gas into the system until the pressure has reached 
the desired value (for the experiments presented in the next section we used total 
pressures of 5, 25 and 45 bar). 

After this is done we switch on the mixing pump. The pump is kept operational through
out the entire experiment. 

Now that we have got the initial mixture we can lead a sample of the mixture through the 
adsorption column. 

First the adsorption column is mounted on top of the mixing circuit, keeping valves V4 , 

V9 and V10 closed. 

- Then valve V 10 is opened to let gas flow into the adsorption column until the pressure is 
equal to the total pressure in the system (i.e. the expansion chamber and the mixing 
circuit). We do this to prevent chocking and expansion effects when opening valve 
V4 , which can cause unwanted condensation. 

Now V10 is closed again and we open V4 and gradually also V9 , such that the gas flow 
into the measuring glass in the water container is about 1 ml per second. 

- Valve V4 is closed when the gas volume in the measuring glass is about 200 ml (for a 
total pressure inside the system of 5 bar this is about 2 percent of the total volume 
of the system). Valve V9 is closed when the pressure inside the adsorption column 
has decreased to 1 bar. 

Now the adsorption column is taken off the system and it is flushed with about 1 ml 
hexane. The nonarre completely dissolves into the hexane, yielding a known volume 
of nonane salution (a second flush yields no detectable nonane concentration). 

Befare we can use the adsorption column again the remairring hexane has to be removed, 
which can be done by leading gas through the column for a couple of minutes. 
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This procedure is repeated a couple of times, while the mixing pump is kept operational. 
The absolute molar amount of nonarre Nv, which was present in the sample, is deter

mined by gaschromatography. The molar amount of gas Ni is given by the gas volume in 
the measuring glass, corrected for the volume of the adsorption column itself. The initial 
mol ar vapour fraction is now given by Yvo = Nv / (M + Nv) ~ Nv/ M. 

The accuracy of the method is estimated to be ±5%, which equals the accuracy of the 
gaschromatographic injection procedure. 

3.5 Results of the chemical analysis 

In this section the results of the chemical analysis for both argon and helium mixtures are 
shown for three different total pressures: 5, 25 and 45 bar. The experimental results are 
compared to ideal gas results corrected for the total pressure (see section 3.3) and results 
for the Redlich-Kwong-Soave (RKS) equation of state [9], for argon mixtures (RKS is not 
shown for helium mixtures, because it results in the same values as given by the ideal gas 
law). 

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the initial molar vapour fraction Yv as function of the mixing 
time for resp. n-nonanejargon and n-nonane/helium. The mixing timetmix represents the 
period for which the mixing pump has been operational. 
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Figure 3.4: The molar vapour fraction of a n-nonanejargon mixture, at average total pres
sure j5 = 5.1 bar, as function of the period for which the mixing pump has been operational. 
Measured, ideal gas and RKS results are shown. The average temperature T = 294.0 K 

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show that, after about 2.5 hours of mixing time for helium and 
1.5 hours for argon, the measured values for Yv are in good agreement with the theoretica! 
values, using the ideal gas law. The vapour fraction shows a continuous increase as function 
of the mixing time. This is a result of the decreasing total pressure and the increasing 
temperature of the system. The decrease of the total pressure is caused by leakage out of 
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Figure 3.5: The molar vapour fraction of a n-nonanejhelium mixture, at average total pres
surep = 5.3 bar, as function of the period for which the mixing pump has been operational. 
Measured and ideal gas results are shown. The average temperature 'i'= 293.6 K 
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Figure 3.6: The molar vapour fraction of a n-nonanejargon mixture, at average total pres
surep = 24.5 bar, as function of the period for which the mixing pump has been operational. 
Measured, ideal gas and RKS results are shown. The average temperature 'i'= 294.5 K 
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the system and the temperature increase is a result of the heat production of the mixing 
pump. Furthermore, the errorbars represent the accuracy of ±5% mentioned above. 

Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 show the results for n-nonane/argon and n-nonanejhelium 
mixtures at p = 25bar and p = 45bar. 
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Figure 3. 7: The molar vapour fraction of a n-nonane/helium mixture, at average total pres
surep = 24.1 bar, as function of the period for which the mixing pump has been operational. 
Measured and ideal gas results are shown. The average temperature T = 294.0 
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Figure 3.8: The molar vapour fraction of a n-nonanejargon mixture at average total pres
surep = 46.4 bar, as function of the period for which the mixing pump has been operational. 
Measured, ideal gas and RKS results are shown. The average temperature T = 295.0 K 

The measured values of the vapour pressure of n-nonane in n-nonane/argon mixtures 
are larger than the ideal gas results for the molar vapour fraction, while the measured 
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Figure 3.9: The molar vapour fraction of a n-nonanejhelium mixture at average total pres
surep = 44.6 bar, as function of the period for which the mixing pump has been operational. 
Measured and ideal gas results are shown. The average temperature f' = 295.5 K 

values in helium are smaller. This effect is also larger for p = 45bar than for p = 25bar. 
The measured results for argon however, are in good agreement with the RKS values. This 
shows that real gas effects of argon are important at these pressures. 

The fact that the results for helium are too small can be explained consiclering the 
value for the Reynoldsnumber Re for the mixing process. The Reynolds number is defined 
by 

Re= pVV (3.6) 
TJ 

where p and 77 are resp. the density (kgm - 3 ) and the dynamic viscosity (Pas) of the 
inert gas, V is a measure for the velocity of the gas flow and V is the diameter of the 
pipes of the mixing circuit. The viscosities of helium and argon are approximately equal 
(TJ ~ 210-5 Pas). The velocity measure V is proportional to 1/yfP. Using equation 3.6 
the fraction of the Reynold numbers for argon (Rear) and helium (Rehe) can be written as 

(3.7) 

The pressure of the mixing pump on the inert gas is of the order 100 Pa. This results in an 
estimation for the Reynolds number which is smaller than 2300 for helium, but larger than 
2300 for argon. This means that the flow is turbulent for argon, but laminar for helium, 
yielding a better mixing process for argon. Comparison of figures 3.6 to 3.9 shows this 
effect. The measured molar vapour fraction of n-nonane in the n-nonane/argon mixture 
eqauls the RKS results afterabout 2 hours fora total pressures p = 25 bar and p = 45 bar. 
The measured molar vapour fractions in helium mixtures at these total pressures remain 
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much smaller than the ideal gas results: at p = 25 bar the measured value is a factor 1.3 
smaller than the ideal gas value, and at p = 45 bar a factor 1.6. At lower total pressures 
diffusion of n-nonane into the gas speeds up the mixing process. 

In figures 3.10 and 3.11 the average end point results shown in figures 3.4 to 3.9 are com
bined. It shows the vapour fraction of n-nonane in n-nonane/argon and n-nonane/helium 
mixtures as function of the total pressure. 
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Figure 3.10: The vapour fraction of n-nonane in n-nonanejargon mixtures as function of 
the total pressure. The average temperature T = 294.5 K. Measured, ideal gas and RKS 
results are shown. 
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Figure 3.11: The vapour fraction of n-nonane in n-nonanejhelium mixtures as function of 
the tot al pressure. The average temperature T = 294.4 K. M easured and i deal gas results 
are shown. 

The measured molar vapour fractions of n-nonane in n-nonane/argon mixtures at total 
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pressure p = 5 bar equals the ideal gas result and at total pressures p = 25 bar and 
p = 45 bar it equals the RKS results. So for total pressures larger than 5 bar the n-nonane 
argon mixture shows real gas behaviour. The measured molar vapour fraction of n-nonane 
in n-nonane/helium mixtures equals ideal gas results at p = 5 bar, but is smaller than the 
ideal gas result at p = 25 bar and p = 45 bar. This is caused by a combination of very large 
diffusion times at high pressures and the laminar helium flow in the mixing circuit. 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusions & Recommendations 

In the first part of this thesis an asymptotic analysis of the homogeneaus condensation 
process in continuous expansions was performed. It is based on the same principles as the 
asymptotic theory for subcritical nozzle flows described in Delale et al. [3]. An extension 
was made by using a more general form for the droplet growth law, such that the theory 
is not only applicable in the low pressure limit but also in the high pressure limit. 

One of the advantages of this asymptotic technique is that the rate laws, i.e. the 
nucleation rate and the droplet growth rate, and the components of the mixture can be 
left arbitrary until the end. Another advantage is that it provides us with an analytica! 
structure of the condensation process in asymptotically distinct intervals. 

In order to create an analytica! structure, we have to assume that the droplet growth 
law is independent of the droplet radius, which means that Kelvin and Knudsen effects are 
neglected. 

Only in the low pressure and the high pressure limit the growth rates correspond to 
correct Knudsen regimes. At intermediate pressures the droplet growth rate will be overes
timated using the free molecular approximation and underestimated using the continuurn 
approximation. 

The overestimation of the droplet growth rate was seen camparing the full numerical 
simulation to the asymptotic solution for the free molecular regime at initial total pres
sure of 1 bar: the overestimated growth rate, which lead to a nucleation pulse with a 
smaller maximum value at an earlier moment in time. At lower initial total pressures the 
approximation will be better. 

At an initial total pressure of 50 bar the asymptotic solution was in better agreement 
with the full numerical simulation, because the growth law in this case corresponds to the 
correct Knudsen regime. The main reason for the difference in the nucleation rates for 
the asymptotic model and the full numerical simulation, is caused by the approximation 
of the activation function by a second order Taylor expansion. Near the turningpoint 
this approximation leads to an underestimation fo the molar liquid fraction in the rapid 
growth zone. Consequently the maximum value for the nucleation rate in the asymptotic 
approximation is about 1.5 times larger than the maximum value given by the full numerical 
simulation. 

Despite of the shortcomings, the asymptotic results in the high pressure limit are in 
good agreement with the results of the full numerical simulation. Especially in the period 
preceding the turning point. 

In Snoeijs [13] a model was described, using two wave length extinction measurements, 
to determine the nucleation rate as a function of time during a continuous expansion of 
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a gas-vapour mixture. This model is based on a constant droplet growth rate during 
the nucleation period and a gaussian shape of the nucleation pulse. He concluded that 
the main contribution to the optical signals comes from the draplets formed earliest. In 
the asymptotic theory this corresponds to nucleation in the initial and rapid growth zone. 
Using our analytical descriptions of these zones, an impravement of this model can be made. 
Especially because the nucleation rate as a function of time appears to be non-gaussian. 

As a second part of this thesis a new experimental methad to determine the rnalar 
vapour fraction of the initial experimental system was tested and implemented. The 
methad is based on selective adsorption and gas chromatography. To test the methad 
we tried to create a vapour-liquid equilibrium in the system at three different total pres
smes (5 bar, 25 bar and 45 bar) and for two different mixtures (n-nonane/argon and 
n-nonane/helium). For the smallest total pressure the experimental results are in very 
good agreement with the theoretical results for vapour-liquid equilibrium, assuming that 
the vapour and the inert gas are ideal gases (Kelvin-Helmholtz). At total pressures of 25 
and 45 bar, however, real gas effects become important for the n-nonane/argon mixtures. 
The experimental results for the rnalar vapour fraction of helium mixtures at these total 
pressures are much smaller than the ideal gas results. This is caused by an ineffective 
mixing of n-nonane in helium. 

The results of the chemical analysis of these mixtures justify the condusion that the 
average of at least three analysed samples yields a reliable result for the rnalar vapour 
fraction of n-nonane in the mixture. 

An experimental impravement in this case would be on-line gas chromatography, i.e. 
chemical analysis of the mixture is dorre by leading a sample of the mixture through a 
gas chromatograph, which is directly connected to the experimental set-up. One of the 
advantages of this on-line methad is that the sample volume needed is much smaller. 
Another advantage is that no manual preparation of the sample is needed, which impraves 
the accuracy of the method. 
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rnalar density 
density 
intrinsic rnalar density 
temperature 
pressure 
latent heat of evaporation 
latent heat of evaporation at zero temperature 
specific heat at constant pressure 
specific heat at constant volume 
rnalar fraction 
molecular weight 
droplet radius 
critical radius 
specific gas constant 
universa! gas constant 
nucleation rate 
kinetic prefactor 
activation function 
nucleation parameter 
growth parameter 
growth rate 
supersaturation ratio 
Gibbs free energy 
Boltzmann constant 
enthalpy 
Knudsen number 
Reynolds number 
mean free path 
chemical potential 
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Avogadro's number 
surface tension 
molecular volume 
diffusion coeffi.cient 
dynamic viscosity 
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s 
molm-3 

kgm-3 

molm-3 

K 
Pa 
J mol-1 

J mol-1 

J mol-1K-1 

J mol-1K-1 

kgmol-1 

m 

m 
J kg-1K-1 
J mol-1K-1 
m-3s-1 
m-3s-1 
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Pam3mol-1 

mol 
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subscript 

0 
V 

l 
f 
s 
e 
eq 
fm 
ct 

initial value 
vapour component 
inert component 
liquid component 
frozen 
saturation point 
turning point 
equilibrium 
free molecular 
continuurn 
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Appendix A 

Asymptotics 

Order symbols 

The 0 - symbol 

Let f(z) and 'fJ(z) be two functions defined on a set R in the complex plane and let z0 be 
a limit point of R. 
Then we write 

f(z) = 0 ('P(z)) (A.l) 

if there exists a positive constant A such that lf(z)l ::=:; AI'P(z)l. So if 'P(z) #- 0 for all zE R 
then (A.l) simply means that f(z)/'P(z) is bounded throughout R. 
We also write 

f(z) = O('f?(z)) (z----+ z0 ) (A.2) 

if there exists a constant A and a neighbourhood U of z0 such that I f ( z) I ::=:; A I 'P( z) I for all 
points z in the intersection of U and R. 

The o - symbol 

We write 

f ( z) = o( 'f?( z)) ( z ----+ z0 ) (A.3) 

if, for any positive number r::, there exists a neighbourhood U of z0 such that lf(z)l::::; r::I'P(z)l 
for all points in the intersection of U and R. If 'P(z) does not vanish on R equation (A.3) 
simply means that f(z)/'P(z) tends to zero as z----+ z0 . 

Asymptotic equivalence 

We say that f(z) and g(z) are asymptotically equivalent (as z ----+ z0 ) if the quotient 
f(z)/g(z) tends to unity. We can write this as 

f(z) = g(z)(l + o(l)) (z----+ z0 ) (A.4) 

or in another notation 

f ( Z) rv g( Z) ( Z ----+ Zo) (A.5) 
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The methad of Laplace. 

We shall consider integrals of the type 

I ( t) = j f (x, t) dx ( t ----* oo) (A.6) 
J 

The most important aspect of the Laplace method is that, due to the specific form of the 
integrand for t ----* oo, the interval J in equation (A.6) can be replaced by another interval 
J' in such a way that I1 rv IJ'. In practice this is usefull when the integrand can be 
approximated by simpler functions throughout J'. 

Laplace applied this idea to the following integral 

00 

j g(x)eth(x)dx (A.7) 
a 

where g( x) and h( x) are continuous functions with the following properties 

• g(x)eth(x) is absolutely integrable over the interval for every positive value of t. 

• h(x) has a global maximum at x= o: 

• h"(x) is continuous, h'(o:) = 0 and h"(o:) < 0 

Then, as t ----* oo 

(A.8) 
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Appendix B 

Derivation of n and T in functional form 

The equation of state is given by 

P = (1 - Y~sYl)nT 

Energy conservation is given by 

di dp 

where 

n-=-
dt dt 

I Ll 
· T HL 1 Yvs 0 
'i= Cp - YvsYl + RTI 

s 

Combining equations (B.2) and (B.3) gives 

( 
dT I dyl I dLdT) 

n Cpdt- HLyvsdt- HyvsYldTdt 

( 
1 ) ( dn dT) 1 dy1 

= 1 - YvsYl T dt + ndt - nTyvs dt 

Dividing this equation by nT and rearranging it gives 

[
c -1 +yl Yl (1- HdL)] !._ dT = (1- yl Yl)~ dn +yl (HL -1) dyl 

P vs dT T dt vs n dt vs T dt 

Assuming H Y~s « 1, integration leads to 

lnn = lnT + + C 
[

cP- 1 + Y~sYl (1- H~~ )] Y~sYl (1- H~) 
1 - Y1VSYl 1- Y~sYl 

where C is a constant. Equation (B.6) can be written as 

T 1-y'vsyz YvsYl T (C) [ cp-l+Y~sYl(1-H;f+)] ( 1 ( 1 -H~)) 
n= exp exp 

1- Y~sYl 

(B.1) 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

(B.5) 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

where y1 = 0 must result in the (normalised) isentropic gas relation for n and T, I.e. 
n =rep-I, which means that the constantCis zero. Using equation (B.1) we get 

( 
1-y'vsyz) 1 L) 

_ ( p ) cp-Y~syzH~~ ( YvsYl ( 1- H T ) 
T- I exp - I dL 

1- YvsYl Cp- YvsYlH dT 
(B.8) 
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Appendix C 

Parabalie cylinder functions Dv(z) 

Dv(z) is a solution of 

d2u 1 z2 

dz2 + (v + 2- 4) = 0 

and can be written in integral form as 

Asymptotic expansions 

if lzl » 1 and lzl » lvl then 

( ) 
_z

2 v ( v(v- 1) v(v- 1)(v- 2)(v- 3) ) 
Dv z rv e 4 z 1 -

2
z2 + Sz4 - ... 

if [largzl < ~n], 

-~ v ( v(v- 1) v(v- 1)(v- 2)(v- 3) ) e 4z 1- + 
4 

- ... 
2z2 8z 

V2ii V1ri z2 -v-1 ( (v + 1)(v + 2) 
- r( ) e e 4 z 1 + 2 + -v 2z 

+ v(v + 1)(v + 2)~v + 3)(v + 4) + .. ·) 
8z 

if ~n < argz < ~n and 

_z
2 v ( v(v- 1) v(v- 1)(v- 2)(v- 3) ) 

e 4z 1- + 
4 

- ... 
2z2 8z 

V2ii -v7ri z
2 

-v-1 (1 (v+1)(v+2) 
- ( )e e 4 z + 2 2 + r -v z 

+ v(v + 1)(v + 2)~v + 3)(v + 4) + .. ·) 
8z 
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[~v < 0] (C.2) 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 



Recursion formulas 

(C.6) 

(C.7) 

(C.8) 

Connections with other functions 

If vis a negative integer equation (C.2) can be written in terms of errorfunctions. We get 
the following relations 

(C.9) 

(C.lü) 

(C.ll) 

(C.12) 

(C.l3) 

If v is a negative half integer equation (C.2) can be written in terms of modified Bes
selfunctions. We get the following relations for x > 0 

where 

with 

D_1(x) 
2 

D_l(x) 
2 

D_fl(x) 
2 

Kv(x) = Lv(x)- Iv(x) 
~ sin(v1r) 

(C.14) 

(C.15) 

(C.16) 

(C.l7) 

(C.18) 
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For x :::; 0 we have to use 

D_l(x) - ~ m l1l ( ~) 

D _ ~ c x) _ ~ m ~ [ 1, ( :') _ 1~ ( :') l 
D_j(x) - ~ m l [21t ( :')- 311 ( :') +11 ( :') l 

where 

Iv(x) = Lv(x) + Iv(x) 
cos(v1r) 
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(C.20) 
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Appendix D 

Asymptotic expressions 

End point minima. 

The normalised equation for the time dependenee of the molar liquid fraction is given by 
t 

Yl(t) =À~ j M(t,T)n-1(T)E(T)exp [-K-1B(T)] dT 

Using asymptotic methods this can be written as 
t 

YL(t) ~ >.~n~(t)n- 1 (t)E(t) j(t- T)~ exp [-K-1B(T)] dT 
te 

Initial growth zone, further growth zone. 

In this zone we neglect second and higher order derivatives of B 
t 

y1(t) ~ j(t) J (t- T)~ exp [ -K-1 
( ~~) (T- t)] dT 

-= t 

where f( t) = ). ~n~ (t)n-1 (t)E(t) exp(-K- 1 B(t) ). 
Substitution of e = K- 1(dBjdT)t(T- t) leads to 

3 1 ( dB ) - ~ - 1 
= 3 

Yl(t) ~ j(t)K;;+ - dT t [ e;; exp( -B)dB 

where the integral is the Gamma function, so 

3 3 1 ( dB)-~+1 

Yl(t) ~ r(- + l)f(t)K;;+ --
m dT t 

We can write dyz/ dt as 
t 

dtl ~ !j(t) J (t-T)~- 1 exp[-K- 1 B(T)]dT 
-= 

which can be written as 
3 

dyl ~ r( ~ + l)j(t)K!;; (-dB)-;; 
dt m dT t 

where we used !r(~) = r(~ + 1) 
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Rapid growth zone, onset zone. 

Now we use a Taylor series of B about T = t up to the second order derivative 

t 

Yz(t) ""f(t) j (t- r)~ exp [Î(t)(r- t)- (J(t)(r- t) 2
] dr 

-oo 

where 

(3( t) -
~K-1 d2 B 
2 dt2 

Î(t) -
-K-1dB 

dt 

Substitution of e = t - T gives 

00 

Yz(t) ""f(t) j B~ exp [-Î(t)B- (3(t)B 2
] dr 

0 

usmg 

with (3 > 0 and v > 0 eqaution (D.ll) can be written as 

Yz(t) ""f( ~ + l)f(t) [2(J(t)r 2~ -~ exp [Î(J
2

((t))l D _ _g__ 1 [/iw] 
m 8 t = 2(3(t) 

(D.8) 

(D.9) 

(D.lO) 

(D.ll) 

(D.l2) 

(D.l3) 

Using the same procedure as in the initialand further growth zone for the time derivatives 
of Yz we get 

dyz "" r( ~ + l)j(t) [2(J(t)r 2~ exp [Î(J
2

((t))l D _ _g_ [/iw] 
dt m 8 t = 2(3(t) 

(D.14) 

f(~ + l)j(t) [2(J(t)r 2~+~ exp [Î
2

(t)l D _ _g_ [ Î(t) l 
m 8(3(t) = +

1 J2(3(t) 
(D.15) 

Interior minima. 
t 

Yz(t) rv À~n;1 ~e exp( -K-1 Be) J M(t, r) exp [-f3e(T- te) 2
] dr (D.l6) 

te 
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Nucleation zone. 
t 

Yz(t) '""fe J (t- 7)~ exp [-,8e(7- te) 2] d7 (D.l7) 
-(X) 

Replacing t- 7 in equation (D.l7) by t- te+ te- 7 and substitution of 'ljJ = $e( 7- te) 
and tp = $e(t- te) gives 

(D.l8) 
-(X) 

Substitution of x = ( tp- 'ljJ) leads to 

(D.19) 

Using equation (D.12) this can be written as 

(D.20) 

Droplet growth zone. 

Using the normalised droplet radius 

(D.21) 

we get 

t 

Yz(t; K) rv fe j [(te- 7) + R(t; K)]~ exp [-,8e(7- te) 2] d7 (D.22) 
-(X) 

Substitution of 'ljJ = $e(7- te) and tp = JlJe(t- te) leads to 

~ 3 

Yz( t; K) '"" fe,B; 2~ -! j [#eR( tp; K) - 'ljJ];;: exp( -'ljJ2 )d'ljJ (D.23) 
-(X) 

Substitution of x = ($eR( tp; K) - 'ljJ) leads to 

(X) 

y1(t; K) '""fe,8; 2~ -! j X~ exp [ -( #eR(tp; K)- x)2] dx (D.24) 

h((i;_R(~;K)-~) 
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In the limit rp ----+ oo we get 

00 

Yl(t;K) rv fef3; 2~-! j x~exp [-(JïJ:"R(rp;K)- x) 2
] dx (D.25) 

-oo 

By separating the interval of integration in two parts, the first form -oo to 0 and the 
second from 0 to oo, equation (D.23) can be written as 

3 1 3 ((3 R2
(1r1" K)) 

y1(t; K) rv fe(2f3e)-2m -2f(l + m) exp e 2'~"'' 

[( -1)~ D_ 1_~ ( {iiiR(rp; K)) + D_1_~ ( -{iiiR(rp; K))] (D.26) 

Using the asymptotic expansions for parabalie cylinder functions, given by in appendix C, 
equations (D.26) becomes 

Yl(t;K) rv VKfe(2fJe)- 2~-! 

([~R(t;K)];!; + 4~(! -1) [~R(t;K)t
2 

+ ) (D.27) 
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